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Foreword

FOREWORD

T

he project “Monitoring Ukraine’s Security Governance Challenges” is.
   implemented by the Geneva Centre for Democratic Control of Armed Forces
(DCAF), jointly with Razumkov Centre, with financial support from the Kingdom.
of the Netherlands. Exactly the mentioned project enabled this publication that, in the
opinion of the authors, would contribute to attainment of the set goals of building
public awareness, encourage discussion and establishment of ties in issues of
democratic oversight and best practices of Ukraine’s security sector governance.
The goal of this project is to promote public discussion and enhance capabilities f.
or access to the domestic and international experience of the security sector
governance by providing sources of information in the Ukrainian and English
languages in printed publications, on a special web site www.ukrainesecuritysector.
com, and covering the progress and results of discussions in mass media. The project
involved two national public opinion polls to provide feedback, identify the level of
public awareness and opinion in the issues of security and democratic governance of.
the security sector.
The eighth conference attended by many stockholders discussed issues of
the ability of different branches of state power, the Ombudsman, civil society and
mass media to ensure accountability of the security sector through monitoring and
investigation of abuses and infringements, control of the quality and completeness of
meeting security needs of society and citizens, their influence on security policies and
practices.
Defence and promotion of human rights are important for democratic governance
of the security sector. Provision of security on the basis of human rights requires.
a clear-cut political and legal framework for security sector institutes; continuous
and all-round training of the security sector staff in fundamental human rights and
importance of observance of human rights in everyday activity; efficient mechanisms
of internal control; as well as active engagement of parliament, civil society and
mass media in the processes of oversight of the security sector in order to enhance
its transparency and accountability on the principles of mutually advantageous
cooperation.
The conference organisers pursued the following goals: identification of the key
challenges and priorities of reforms; identification of “bottlenecks” and search of
possible solutions; familiarisation with the best international practices and assessment
the possibility of their application in Ukraine; identification of the needs of development
of necessary capabilities.
Personal views of the key problems were presented by national and international
experts, MPs, government officials, civic campaigners, representatives of regional and
international organisations.

Dr. Philipp H. Fluri,
Head, Eastern Europe,
South Caucasus, Central Asia Division,
DCAF

Oleksiy Melnyk,
Foreign Relations and
International Security Programmes,
Razumkov Centre
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WELCOME REMARKS

by Oleksiy MELNYK, Co-Director, Foreign Relations and International Security
Programmes, Razumkov Centre
International conference “Human rights and security sector governance:.
Challenges of reforms in Ukraine” is the eighth public event arranged by the Geneva
Centre for Democratic Control of Armed Forces and Razumkov Centre within the
framework of the joint project “Monitoring Security Governance Challenges” with
financial support from the Foreign Ministry of the Kingdom of the Netherlands.
The subject proposed for discussion today dominated at all the previous
conferences, irrespective of the key problems offered for discussion. But now, we
decided to put it in the heading, since in our opinion, provision of the rule of law.
and defence of human rights lie in the core of personal safety, security of society.
and national security, present a prerequisite of sustainable development of.
democratic society, wellbeing of citizens. This is what is understood to constitute
democratic values and what provides internal peace and stability in the country,.
makes it a comfortable place to live in and gives grounds to be proud of citizenship
and, finally, presents the incentive prompting citizens to defend their country with
arms.
The Universal Declaration of Human Rights and the European Convention on
Human Rights, embedded in the Ukrainian legislation, declare the basic rights: the.
right to life, prohibition of tortures, freedom from slavery and forced labour,
inviolability, the right to justice and private family life, freedom of thought, etc.
Nowadays, issues of defence of human rights in Ukraine have become especially
urgent, due to implementation of the ideas of the Revolution of Dignity, the country’s
strategic drive towards integration in the global democratic community, as well.
as the emergency conditions caused by the armed conflict.
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The international law admits a retreat from the state obligations in this field during
a war, caused and limited by the graveness of the threat to the national security.
Meanwhile, a similarly serious threat stems from possible cancellation or excessive
limitation of civil rights and freedoms that may follow broadening of the state powers
in an emergency situation. The security sector reform also carries such challenges,
since radical transformations not always lead to the declared positive outcomes.
These and other issues will be raised today during presentations, and I hope that
they will encourage the participants to actively join the discussion. I call upon you not
only to give critical opinions – this is certainly important and necessary, – but also.
not to forget to mention positive results of reforms in Ukraine or useful decisions.
of the Ukrainian authorities.
by Oleksandr LYTVYNENKO, Deputy Secretary, NSDC of Ukraine
First of all, I would like to cordially thank the Embassy of the Netherlands in
Ukraine, DCAF, NATO and our international partners for assistance. In my opinion,
joint work with international partners is a key factor promoting reforms in Ukraine.
and furthering the results achieved in the field of national security and defence.
The task of provision of human rights and freedoms cannot be separated from.
the bigger task of providing efficiency of the security and defence sector bodies, first
of all, special services, law-enforcement bodies, the Armed Forces. The protection
of rights and freedoms, legitimate interests of citizens is the main measure of.
the efficiency of their work. Unless we make deep shifts in this indicator of
performance of the security and defence sector bodies, one should leave hope of real
strengthening of security and stability in the country.
So, I would like to stress the complex nature of the problem and the fact that
despite all importance of the idea of defence of rights and freedoms, it cannot be
separated from the general context of reforms. We should be well aware of the specific
circumstances of Ukraine, our capabilities and limitations.
The next point I would like to stress is the long-term nature of the reforms and
measures witnessed by us. To be sure, it is important now to show achievements to
society, even small, while real changes take place with difficulty and take time, which
one should also keep in mind and discuss frankly, to avoid populism and not to create
unjustified expectations.
This subject is really very topical, so, I am grateful for this opportunity to share
some thoughts about the support provided by the Alliance to the security and defence
sector reform in Ukraine. I will also dwell upon or vision of the current reform priorities.
by Alexander VINNIKOV, Head of the NATO Representation to Ukraine
The objective of this conference is to identify current security and defence sector
reform priorities, as well as to look forward and discuss prospective reform challenges.
I will focus on some of the key priorities of our cooperation in the area of security and
defence reform.
NATO’s level of engagement in Ukraine since the beginning of the Russian
aggression has been unprecedented both at the political level and in terms of practical
work. We, NATO Allies clearly want Ukraine to become a success story, and that is.
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why we are supporting Ukraine’s drive to implement NATO standards and principles
and strengthen its defense capabilities by 2020. So that Ukraine becomes more
resilient and more effective at providing for its own security.
Ukraine has completed the full cycle of its Comprehensive Security and Defence
Review process which started in 2014. NATO advisors have been engaged at every
step of the process from the adoption of the new National Security Strategy in 2014
to the approval of the new State Program for the Development of the Armed Forces,
which was completed just a few weeks ago. Our engagement with this review process
included intensive joint work on a roadmap for defence reform, which is called.
the Strategic Defence Bulletin of Ukraine. And more recently we have also been
supporting the wider security sector in devising a draft concept for reform of the
security service of Ukraine, and also intensive work on a new draft law on national
security, which I will come back to.
Ukraine’s goal to implement NATO standards by 2020 is clearly a very ambitious
task and the key common denominator in all of the reforms that are required, including
the establishment of civilian control and democratic oversight over security and
defence institutions. Parliament plays a key role in this and, in recognition of this
fact, the Comprehensive Assistance Package that NATO adopted for Ukraine at our.
summit last year recognizes democratic oversight as one of the key priority areas.
that we need to focus on in providing assistance to Ukraine. And here I am very
thankful to DCAF and other partners for partnering with us in our capacity-building
efforts for the role of the Verkhovna Rada.
When we talk about NATO standards and principles, we are not just talking.
about standards of equipment, or uniforms, or weapons. This is often a mistake.
I think that is made by the general public because NATO standards ultimately are
about upholding and implementing values, like democracy, like human rights and
the rule of law. They also envisage a fundamental transformation of current work
practices, in particular the appropriate delegation of decision-making authority and.
the establishment of effective interagency coordination.
In addition to defence reforms, as I already said, our experts have been engaged
in reforms in the wider security sector with a particular focus on issues connected
to human rights and fundamental freedoms. We have been working with the Security
Service of Ukraine (SSU), with the Ministry of Interior and with several agencies that
are subordinate to the Ministry such as the State Border Guard Service, the State
Emergency Service and the National Guard. Reform of the Security Service of Ukraine,
we see as one of the priorities for Ukraine currently. And last year our advisors along
with colleagues from the EU Advisory Mission and several allies bilaterally were
included in the International Advisory Group, which helped the SSU draft a reform
concept.
This was last summer and since then the concept has been awaiting approval by
the Ukrainian authorities. And we do expect that it will be considered and approved
hopefully in the near future and possibly even by the time that the North Atlantic
Council led by the Secretary General of NATO visit Ukraine in July 2017. To ensure
the practical implementation of this reform concept, we have also been working.
8
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with the SSU on a practical action plan. So, once it is approved, the implementation
can start straight away. I think that I can speak from all of the members of the
International Advisory Group when I say that we would like to see the SSU as.
a de-politicized and effective internal security agency with crime prevention functions.
To achieve this, it will require a handover of specific functions particularly the law
enforcement functions and a strict delineation of responsibilities. And a crucial part.
of SSU reform is an increased openness to the public and to achieve that.
establishing effective oversight mechanisms will be essential.
This issue is also addressed by the new draft law on national security whose
development has been led by the Staff of the National Security and Defence Council of
Ukraine with close involvement of international advisors. An effective new framework
law, which clarifies roles and responsibilities in the security and defence sector
and codifies the implementation of key European and Euro-Atlantic standards and
principles, will be another important step forward in Ukraine’s reform process. Ukraine,
as well as any ally today, is dealing with a broad spectrum of threats. And it is essential
that the security and defence forces work together in a seamless manner. That is.
why our strategic advisory team treats the security and defence sector as one system
with a strong emphasis on helping improve interagency coordination.
So, these are the key priorities viewed from a NATO perspective. I would like to
take this opportunity to thank the Razumkov Centre and DCAF for this important series.
of events and also the sponsorship of my own country – the Ministry of Foreign.
Affairs of the Netherlands – for making this possible.
by Philipp FLURI, Head, Eastern Europe, South Caucasus, Central Asia Division, DCAF
This conference was meant to be the last conference in a series of eight, dealing
with different aspects of security sector reform in Ukraine. As it turned out, we will.
look into another conference at the end of the summer which will wrap up the process.
So, what we had originally intended to do with this conference was exactly this wrap
up, but since we will have possibilities beyond the originally planned process and
budget, we are dedicating this conference fully to the role of human rights and the.
rule of law in security sector governance.
If security sector transformation is to be more than just a technical process of
adaptation of the existing instruments to identified challenges, then we need to.
heed such principles as integrity, transparency, accountability and human rights. If.
the SSR reform process in Ukraine is to be an aspect of Euro-Atlantic integration,
then we need to pay close attention to what constitutes the Euro-Atlantic community.
of values.
So, it is not only a question of technical transformation or adaptation. It is.
a process that entails adoption of values, integration of values, amongst them first.
and foremost are human rights and civic freedoms. The security sector needs to.
create legal and technical instruments to protect an individual citizen, his and her
human rights, his and her civic freedoms. This is what is understood by good
governance of the security sector.
This conference is dedicated to human rights in security sector reform in.
Ukraine – a very important aspect of security sector reform. By applying the.
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same format of panel and working group discussions, we are going to look into human
rights and security sector practices, international approaches to mainstreaming.
human rights and gender into security policies and practices. From both national.
and the international perspective we will look into public perceptions of human
security, the current status and its future.
You have been a very faithful audience and you have helped us to make this
process successful. The process was always understood to be a joint process, a
process that would bring to the table international experience, local experts and
obviously representatives of the power structures and Parliament. Bring all together to.
discuss the current status and further needs is a process that has yielded impressive
results.
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HUMAN RIGHTS AND SECURITY
PROVISION CHALLENGES –
VERKHOVNA RADA PERSPECTIVE

Svitlana VOITSEKHOVSKA, Chairperson,
Subcommittee on Legislation on
the Status of the People’s Deputy
of the Verkhovna Rada Committee
on Rules of Parliamentary Procedure

“Equal Opportunities” Association was set up in 2011, but in Parliament of.
the present convocation it gained strength not only numerically but, first of all,.
from the viewpoint of its productivity at development and implementation of plans.
of the Government and the Verkhovna Rada. One of the lines of the Association’s
activity is to ensure equal rights and opportunities in the security sector.
You know that until recently, the Armed Forces of Ukraine remained the most
conservative institute of the security sector in terms of provision of equal rights.
for men and women at enrolment and during military service. New trends of the.
gender policy in the defence sector came to the forefront during the hostilities..
From the very first days it appeared that women not only wanted but could defend.
their motherland on a par with men. One more thing was revealed. Despite their
participation in combat operations as soldiers, they were officially assigned to.
“non-combatant” positions. It was after the inquiry of our Association, that
amendments were introduced to the Defence Ministry Order dated 27.05.2014 No. 337
“On Approval of Temporary Lists of Military Occupational Specialities and Regular
Positions of Soldiers, Non-Commissioned Officers and Female Military Servants.
and Rate Lists of Positions of Above Mentioned Military Servants”.
At present, some 100 combat specialities may be occupied by women. Some.
may seem that this nuance is small, but Ukraine went to it for 25 years.
In February, 2016, the National Plan of Action at implementation of the UN Security
Council Resolution 1325 “Women, Peace and Security” through 2020 was approved.
This plan creates new possibilities for professional engagement of women in the.
field of national security and defence. By 2020, Ukraine is to raise the share.
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of women in the army to 20%. Irrespective of individual opinions about its realism.
and expediency, women should have equal rights with men, and this is the task set.
by the Verkhovna Rada for itself.
At present, we have very fruitful cooperation with the Government. On the initiative
of our Association, Ivanna Klimpush-Tsintsadze was appointed the Vice Premier
in charge of European and Euro-Atlantic integration on the 1st of March, 2017. Her
responsibilities also include formulation and implementation of the gender policy
in this country. Not long ago, the Government Office of Gender Commissioner was.
set up, to coordinate efforts at exercise of gender rights, equal rights and opportunities
at the level of the Government and the Verkhovna Rada. This will let us draft and.
adopt bills more actively and in this way contribute to implementation of.
the Government’s gender policy.
As we know, NATO standards give women the right to serve in the military on.
a par with men, but we do not try to borrow some ideal model, we have to go our
own way. Beyond doubt, support from the public and from our international partners
is important in this respect. Creation of proper conditions for service of women in.
the army requires financial costs. Creation of proper conditions is deemed to include
the need to take into account physiological differences.
The issues of service of women in the special forces, the Navy, units deployed
overseas, admission of women for study to educational establishments of the.
Defence Ministry remain outstanding. We have a large amount of work ahead. Of
course, we should think how women will serve in the military reserve. We must.
think all these things out in the smallest detail, for our good intentions not to.
remain just intentions.
At present, there are several bills in the Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine regimenting
procedures of military service, and “Equal Opportunities” Association does and will do
its best for their adoption.
When I am asked, why I believe that a woman must serve in the army, I want.
to remind you of the words said by G.I. Jane: “it is unimportant for mother, who dies.
at war: her son, or her daughter”. The number of women in the army should
correspond to their share in society. There are more than 50% of women in this
country, and I believe that this is the incentive to grant women the right to perform
their civic duty. Among the 24 thousand women serving in the Ukrainian army today,
100% of those polled said that they had made this choice consciously, and this is.
very important, because they really had a choice.
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THE OMBUDSMAN’S ROLE IN HUMAN
RIGHTS OBSERVANCE DURING SSR
AND ATO IN UKRAINE

Sviatoslav STETSENKO,
Representative of the Verkhovna Rada
of Ukraine Commissioner
for Human Rights

We see two key lines of work of the institute of Ombudsman for provision of.
human rights during АТО and in course of the security sector reform. The first.
one involves observance of rights of the civilian population in the areas of combat.
and special operations in line with the applicable legal status. The second one –.
observance of rights of military servants, their human rights, civil rights and
specific professional rights. The term “military servants” in the given case should
be understood to include personnel of all military formations and law-enforcement
bodies, persons liable for military service, who may be engaged for armed defence
of the country at any time, as well as persons who are not liable for military service,.
but potentially may be such.
We are well aware that the task of defence of rights of military servants is not
only an issue of defence of human rights, but also an important element of fighting
efficiency and national security. This is a driver prompting people to assume
responsibility and risk their lives to defend their country and their state. Here we see
our place and our role.
Our role is mainly supervisory, since we do not interfere and have no right to.
do that. This is not our function, to interfere in executive matters. We perform
continuous monitoring of the real state of observance of rights of military servants
in the АТО area and in permanent garrisons; the state of observance of rights of
persons liable for military service. We respond to reports and applications of military
servants and their family members, as well as to media reports and information in
social networks. It is very important for society to see not only problems but also how.
bodies of state power react to them.
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In our work, it is very important to identify systemic problems. It was rightfully
said that solution of the problem of gender equality in the Armed Forces in closely
related with wherewithal. Indeed, one should realise that those problems touch
not only women, they are systemic for all the Armed Forces. The state cannot.
meet commitments it assumed towards military servants, veterans, former
combatants, their families. Such is the reality. The scope of resources allocated to
national defence and social support for military servants and their family members
does not cover the obligations assumed by the state. Such situation gives rise to
another problem, related with unequal access of military servants and veterans.
to those guarantees.
The mechanisms of funding and distribution of material values, first of all,.
allotment of land parcels for housing construction, depend on the good will of local
self-government bodies and officials of state authorities, despite the approved
regulatory acts. This is a known problem. For its solution, the Commissioner interacts
with the Government and with the concerned Verkhovna Rada committees. Failure.
of the state to meet its social obligations affects the process of army manning,
and this is an issue of the national security and an issue of the very existence of.
this country. We should realise that the trust of citizens, the trust of military servants.
in the Government is not just a military-technical issue and not a separate issue.
of human rights – this is an issue of existence of our society and this country.
We see the mission of the Human Rights Commissioner in this field mainly
in improvement of communication between the state and society. All information
obtained by us from military servants or gathered during monitoring visits is analysed,
summed up and transferred to the concerned officials of bodies of state power,
including military command and control bodies. Public communication between nongovernmental organisations and state bodies should also be expanded. We hope
that this will also prompt state bodies to take the required decisions, or to more
actively explain to society the real reasons for the state failure to meet its obligations..
If resources are missing, people should be aware of this and make a conscious.
choice. This will be mutual responsibility of the state and a citizen, who is ready to
perform his civic duty in the conditions of limited resources.
The Constitution of Ukraine explicitly prescribes the duty of citizens to defend.
the country, by contrast to the right to demand from the state proper conditions for
that. This is a very topical issue, dealing with rights of citizens who may be enrolled
into military service by conscription, after mobilisation, or under a contract. The right
to get proper training is a right of a military servant and a citizen. The state must
provide adequate training to citizens who risk their lives, defending it with arms in.
their hands. We remember the year of 2014 and the problems with combat training,.
not resolved even now. The situation in the Armed Forces, their readiness is much
higher than in the previous years. But obligations of the state to provide adequate
training for reservists and persons liable for military service are insufficient today.
We understand that this is a difficult problem, but ways of its solution must be
found, including with account of the experience of many NATO countries of voluntary
training of citizens to defend their country. Such models, different but rather successful
14
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and efficient, do exist and give an opportunity to every citizen who is ready to do.
this to get proper military skills and in that way to exercise his civil rights. We s.
hould be aware that the military-technological and human potential of the Russian
Federation is much greater than that of Ukraine. While hoping that the threat of.
a big war will be diverted by diplomatic, political, information and economic methods,
we must also be ready for a large-scale aggression.
These are the key problems, the Human Rights Commissioner sees today in.
the security sector reform and in the field of observance of rights of military servants,
to which we pay most attention within the limits of our competence and capabilities.
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STATE OF HUMAN RIGHTS IN UKRAINE:
ACHIEVEMENTS AND NEW CHALLENGES

Oleksandr BANCHUK, Expert of Centre
of Policy and Legal Reform, Ukraine

The Centre of Policy and Legal Reform is one of the organisations founded during
the Maidan events, and we stood at the origins of the Reanimation Reform Package.
For more than three years since then, I have been leading the Working Group.
for reformation of law-enforcement bodies within the framework of that initiative.
Today I would like to report on changes that took place over the past three years in.
the field of human rights and in the activity of law-enforcement bodies.
The first thing that should be mentioned is the reform of public prosecution. Before
14 October, 2014, we had the 1991 Law “On Public Prosecution” in effect, and actually
till November, 2014, public prosecution offices performed the function of general
supervision, for which, we were repeatedly criticised by our European partners. The
problem was that that law-defending function in practice turned law-breaking and.
was a source of corruption. With adoption of the new law, public prosecution
was deprived of that function, and this decision was backed by amendments to the
Constitution concerning reformation of the judiciary, dated 2 June 2016. I see it as.
a gain, expected not only by the expert community.
The latest amendments to the Constitution strongly limited the powers and
functions of public prosecution offices and introduced the standards available in
the Council of Europe member states. This includes deprivation of the function of
supervision of places of detention and representation of interests of citizens in courts.
In parallel with steps limiting powers of public prosecution offices, the Ministry
of Justice system of legal assistance is developing. This is a very important reform,
started as far back as 2012. To support that function, 410 local offices of legal
assistance began operation from 1 September 2016.
16
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In 2016, experts of the Council of Europe assessed the system of free secondary
legal assistance in Ukraine. In their assessment report they noted some problems,.
but what is important is that they noticed the novelty and stability of that system..
There were attempts to subordinate the system to the influence of the Minister of
Justice, but criticism of the expert community and international partners stopped.
those efforts. For instance, for this reason the first results of election of free legal
assistance coordination centre leadership were cancelled, and a new contest was
announced. We may rightfully be proud of such a system, available in Ukraine.
The following decision, to which the expert community contributed, involves
adoption of the Law “On National Police” dated 2 July 2015. What is good about it?
From the human rights viewpoint, the Law for the first time specified an exhaustive
list of powers of the police in relations with citizens. The Law specifies 11 types.
of measures that may be taken by the police, as well as the conditions and rules of
such police measures. The Law also specified the types of databases allowed to.
be kept by the police. In this way, the Law limits the amount of information about
citizens that may be gathered by the police as a law-enforcement agency and.
a central executive body.
Another highly important provision of the Law: rules and conditions of application
of physical action, firearms and special means. It specified 13 types of special
means and clear conditions, whereby different special means may be applied. This
is important, because the rules as such were changed, and because previously, they.
were set by bylaws. Now, this is specified in a law, and if a violation is detected, the
victim may refer to the law. This enables bringing policemen to disciplinary or even
criminal responsibility. The only question is that the disciplinary regulations of the
police are not approved yet. The bill is ready for the second reading, was entered in
the agenda three times, but not adopted so far. The importance of the disciplinary
regulations as an annex to said law lies in that it is not enough to limit powers of
the police in relations with citizens, but it should also clearly specify the procedure
of responsibility of a policeman violating rules established by the law. The present
disciplinary regulations of 2006 still contain rules, very distant from the relevant
European standards.
In the context of creation of a mechanism of bringing law-enforcement officers
to responsibility for violation of rights of citizens, one should mention the story
of creation of the State Bureau of Investigation. The relevant law was passed in
November, 2015. The authors of the law did not expect that we would soon have a
separate anticorruption bureau. They assumed that we were not a country rich enough
to create a separate body of investigation for each sector. Initially, one law on SBI
was drafted, but later, another way was selected – due to pressure of anticorruption
experts, it was decided to promptly set up an anticorruption bureau, leaving solution.
of issues of human rights violations by law-enforcement officers for a later time.
Hence, the Law “On National Anticorruption Bureau of Ukraine” was adopted on.
the 14th of October, 2014. NABU is already operational, with some delays and.
problems though, while the process of creation of SBI, more important for society,
is delayed. SBI should be seen as an element of the reform of public prosecution.
According to the Constitution, there should be no investigatory units left in public
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prosecution offices, but there must be investigators somewhere to solve crimes
committed by law-enforcement officers against citizens. If we bring the structure and
powers of public prosecution offices in compliance with the Constitution, we should
create a relevant separate body to ensure transparent, efficient and independent
investigation of violations of human rights by law-enforcement officers, including.
such infringements as tortures or other inhuman treatment, still common in our
realities.
Competition for election of the leadership of the State Bureau of Investigation was
unique for this country. The competition lasts for more than a year now, and this is.
the longest competition currently taking place. A commission was set up, several
stages of election of the leadership were held. It became evident that the problem
was purely political. Political problems related with the absence of an agreement
among political forces as to whom they see on top of that body come to the forefront.
Obstruction of the election of its head bars proceeding to the following stages
of creation of the agency (employment of investigators and operation officers).
Respectively, without the State Bureau of Investigation, reform of public prosecution
remains uncompleted.
When we speak about the reform of law-enforcement and human rights bodies,.
it should be noted that in the past three years the Verkhovna Rada granted vast and
even unique powers to the Human Rights Commissioner. First of all, in the context
of the reform of public prosecution, the Ombudsman was empowered to represent
interests of citizens in relevant trials. However, due to financial and staff limitations,.
the institute of the Commissioner cannot exercise those powers so actively as the
system of free legal assistance. Nevertheless, this is planned. There also appeared
additional powers, to defend personal data and access to public information.
It is very important that the institute of the Commissioner got an opportunity to
influence state structures, including law-enforcement bodies, via its representatives
in the relevant qualification and disciplinary bodies. It is also our unique Ukrainian
experience. For instance, the Verkhovna Rada Commissioner has a representative in
the Higher Qualification Commission of Judges of Ukraine and can influence selection
of judges. It is very important that the institute called to defend human rights has
tools of influence on staffing of the judicial branch. The institute of the Commissioner
has 3 out of 11 representatives among members of the Qualification and Disciplinary
Commission of Prosecutors of Ukraine, that is, it can influence selection and dismissal
of prosecutors. Meanwhile, additional possibilities of influence provided by the Law
“On National Police” remain not used. According to the Law, the Commissioner
delegates two out of five representatives to the police commission of the central
staff of the National Police. Since neither the National Police Head, nor the Minister
of Internal Affairs delegated their representatives, this norm does not work for more.
than two years now, so, the Ombudsman cannot exercise these powers. Apparently,
neither the National Police Head nor the Minister of Internal Affairs wants public
oversight over personnel selection for the central staff of the National Police.
In the end, I would like to draw your attention to the sphere of relations of.
law-enforcement bodies and citizens associated with the greatest number of.
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limitations and violations of human rights, namely, the sphere of investigation.
and criminal proceedings. The best thing in this sphere is that the authorities did.
not manage to do away with the new Code of Criminal Procedure of Ukraine (CCP).
There are hotheads both among MPs and in the law-enforcement system, for whom,
CCP-2012 is a pain in the ass. That Code was drafted by experts and lawyers in
2006-2010, and the bulk of the text was simply used in 2012. I am concerned by.
the processes taking place since 2014 and amendments introduced to CCP. None of
those changes contributed to expansion of the rights of the defence, of barristers..
I think, this is very bad. The good thing is that our rules of investigation have.
not changed, and this is good for human rights.
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PROTECTION OF RIGHTS FOR
FREEDOM AND PERSONAL IMMUNITY
IN THE CONTEXT OF SSR

Hennadiy TOKAREV, Head,
Strategic Issues Centre of
the Kharkiv Human Rights Protection Group

As it was repeatedly noted, huge changes have taken place recently in legislative
regulation of the security sector activity, including at the constitutional level. But.
in my opinion, in some cases it was just the change of name. Changes in provision.
of human rights and implementation of those reforms were minimal, and in a number
of cases, I would say, there was a “retreat” to the old principles. This primarily refers.
to the observance of the right to freedom.
Article 3 of the Constitution declares that “An individual, his life and health,
honour and dignity, inviolability and security shall be recognised in Ukraine as the
highest social value”. Article 29 of the Constitution guarantees the right to freedom
and personal inviolability: “No one shall be arrested or held in custody except under.
a substantiated court decision and on the grounds and in accordance with the
procedure established by law”. There is only one exception allowing authorised
bodies in case of an urgent need to terminate or prevent a crime to detain a person
for not more than 72 hours. The Code of Criminal Procedure was adopted in 2012,
and everybody thought that it was a panacea for all woes. Articles 207-208 of the.
CCP effectively repeat Article 29 of the Constitution. Unfortunately, CCP has changed,
but the practice has not.
Amendments violating the Constitution are introduced even to the articles that
initially conveyed Article 29 of the Constitution. Now, Article 208 CCP got Item 3,
saying that an authorised official may detain a person suspected of commitment of
a crime without a ruling of the investigating judge or court, “if there are reasonable
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grounds to believe that there is a possibility of a flight to escape criminal respon-.
sibility on the part of a person suspected of commitment of a grave or extremely grave
corrupt crime, referred by the law to the jurisdiction of the National Anticorruption
Bureau of Ukraine”. This goes beyond the limits of the Constitution. What do we have
in practice? First of all, in the overwhelming majority of instances people are detained
on suspicion of commitment of a crime without a court ruling. As we all know,
detention on the scene of the crime or immediately afterwards happens very rarely.
In fact, this is mainly done by the patrol police. But although detention is physically
performed by the patrol police, they do not draw up a detention report. “An authorised
official” is another person (usually, an investigator). So, the norm of Article 209 of
CCP, that reproduces the practice of the European Court of Human Rights saying that a
person is deemed detained “after he or she, forcibly or obeying an order, is compelled
to stay with the authorised official or in the premises specified by the authorised
official”, does not practically reflect the fact of physical detention. Such situation,
where a norm of the Constitution does not work, may in no way be seen as observance
of human rights.
Some detentions are not registered at all. This is a problem of so-called
“unrecognised detentions”. Observance of the right to freedom is a fundamental right,
after the right to life. Similar violations are also committed by other law-enforcement
bodies, especially SSU. Our organisation constantly receives applications concerning
proceedings conducted by SSU. I cannot recall a single instance when I or advocates
could enter an SSU department to check information from relatives of a person
detained and physically brought to the SSU department. This cannot be done right.
after the detention.
As soon as a person is deemed detained officially, a possibility of access or
information of the regional centre of free secondary legal assistance appears. This
is easy to check, comparing registration logs of SSU departments with the centres’
record books. The situation with unlawful detentions and unlawful disappearance
of people is regularly covered in reports of the Office of the United Nations High
Commissioner for Human Rights, following UN monitoring missions in Ukraine. SSU.
in every regular report is presented as the infringer of human rights No. 1, in particular,
of the right to freedom and personal inviolability.
Against the background of the military conflict in the East of Ukraine, very negative
changes took place at the legislative level, in my opinion. For instance, Article 15-1.
appeared in the Law of Ukraine “On Fighting Terrorism”, that lets Heads of Main
Departments of the National Police or SSU detain persons preventively for up to.
30 days. This is a flagrant violation of the Constitution of Ukraine, and of Article 5.
of the European Convention on Human Rights. Although the Law requires immediate
notification of the investigating judge, if such detention lasts more than 72 hours,
people are detained for three days without any notice! Preventive detention is not.
a detention on suspicion. It seems like we are returning to the Soviet times again.
Another norm of Article 176 CCP about the absence of an alternative to such preventive
measure as imprisonment for persons suspected of crimes of terrorism and against
fundamentals of the national security is another direct violation of the practice of.
the European Court of Human Rights in the context of Article 5 of the Convention.
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So to say, “revolutionary practicability” creates conditions for granting more
powers to law-enforcement bodies. In my opinion, extreme powers can in no way
contribute to observance of human rights in the security sector. Not long ago, the
Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine submitted Bill No. 6521, empowering SSU to run.
pre-trial detention facilities. This proposal was substantiated by the need to legislatively
regulate the actual existence of such pre-trial detention facilities of SSU. So, it actually
means recognition of a criminal offence – existence of pre-trial detention facilities.
of SSU, not allowed by the law. Now, the Government wants to legalise them in.
a law, instead of quitting to unlawfully keep people at those facilities. This is entirely
contrary to the trends and approaches of the Council of Europe, our national
approaches to reformation of the system, according to which, all penitentiary
institutions must be subordinated to the Ministry of Justice. So, we cannot tolerate
subordination of detention facilities to any pre-trial investigation body.
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MAINSTREAMING HUMAN RIGHTS
AND GENDER INTO SECURITY
POLICIES AND PRACTICES

Graziella PAVONE, OSCE ODIHR,
Human Rights Officer

My presentation will give you a brief snapshot of the current state of affairs,.
within the international community regarding the promotion of gender sensitive
security sectors. I will start by illustrating some of the challenges related to the
integration of a gender perspective into security sector reform. These are challenges
which at the same time also constitute entry points for change and for reform.
The first one is deep-rooted stereotypes and discrimination. We know that the
institutional cultures of the security sector agencies very often reflect the bias and
stereotypes which are already embedded in the society. So the challenge is to create
gender sensitive security institutions in societies where inequality or discrimination
exists and thrive. At the same time the entry point is also the fact that security sectors
by becoming more representative institutions within the society can also help to affect
change and also challenge those stereotypical views and discriminatory practices. The
security sector by integrating human rights’ gender perspective can also play an active
role in dismantling these stereotypes.
Another challenge is the lack of understanding of why gender perspectives.
should be incorporated. Very often this is seen as an imported issue from the West,
something that should be done, because foreign donors are demanding to do so.
Therefore, gender issues are often relegated to the bottom of the list when it comes
to prioritizing reforms. “External threats” very often have the priority vis-à-vis.
“internal threats”.
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These are aspects which are very often underestimated when it comes to forming
a broader concept of security. So, this shows that the integration of gender issues is
very often seen as optional, though neglecting the fact that states have international
obligations to indeed comply with international human rights law, international
humanitarian law and provisions related to gender equality and non-discrimination.
Very often we also struggle with the lack of disaggregated data. This is often
the case, for example, at some point OSCE ODIHR sought to map responses to
domestic violence in Ukraine and especially in the context of demobilization. The
research showed that state institutions, including the National Police, do not collect
data disaggregated, also by, for example, families of armed forces personnel. Only.
civil society organizations working to assist victims of domestic violence are
disaggregating this kind of data when collecting complaints.
It is also widely agreed that local ownership of any reform is the bedrock for.
their success. Very often this is seen as a “tick-the-box” action, so formal
compliance. Local consultations are needed, so that the society at large can take.
part into consultations and in forming policies at national level. However, this is.
often reduced to certain segments of the population. Countrywide diversity is
frequently ignored also because of a mistaken perception that spoilers could be
empowered or that those without expertise could be engaged in very technical
processes. However, it is only by expanding these processes and by including even.
the most marginalized sectors of the society the effective security sector reforms can
take place. This was set by Kofi Annan in 2008, when the international community
started to think about shifting from a concept of national security to a concept of
human security. So, the integration of a gender perspective in security sector reform.
is inherent to an inclusive and socially responsive approach to security.
It is about making security sectors institutions non-discriminatory, representative
of the population and accountable vis-a-vis human rights violations and responding.
to specific security needs of different groups. In fact, security sector reform processes
which takes into consideration a gender approach, will respond to and address
different security needs, but also different security perceptions of the citizenry: of.
men and women, of boys and girls. Security sector reforms also need to be in line
with the processes which were undertaken at the international level since 2000. First
with the United Nations Security Council Resolution 1325 and then with subsequent
resolutions which recognized the need to empower women and have them fully
involved into conflict prevention, crisis management and post-conflict rehabilitation,.
as a key instrument for international peace and security.
At the same time the Women Peace and Security Agenda does not exist in.
a vacuum, because it derives from a complex body of international human rights law
and international humanitarian law with their respective enforcement mechanisms.
I only indicated some of the key international instruments and mirroring OSCE
commitments, to which OSCE participating States including Ukraine have adhered.
to and have committed to implement.
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Most recently, in 2015, the Sustainable Development Goals also acknowledged.
the need to link empowerment with security. There are two specific goals – goal
4 and goal 16, which provide the ground for follow-up interventions. The goals
underline the necessity for all stakeholders to demonstrate a strong commitment.
to the implementation. And this includes identifying national indicators for the
Sustainable Development Goals targets and collecting data to track and uphold.
the ambitions, set out in the goals. These are some of the concrete benefits, which.
are brought about the integration of gender perspectives into security and defence
sector reforms. They are about addressing different security needs and priorities
of women and men, confronting gender-based violence, not only against women,
but also against men, promoting equal participation of men and women in decisionmaking within the security sector, and creating security sector institutions that.
are representative of society at large and are thus more trusted and effective.
We mistakenly think that by increasing the recruitment of women into security
sector institutions and promoting the retention is enough to make security sector
institutions gender sensitive. However, merely doing this, will not only place at risk
those women who are part of the security sector, but will also not produce longlasting effects if such efforts are not accompanied by a broader systemic integration of.
a gender sensitive and human rights compliance approach. It is something that.
should be done comprehensively, starting with awareness raising on why this is
needed, continuing with education, reforming the legal and policy frameworks, and
working on the effective implementation and access to justice. Other benefits include
stepping up all of the other sides of the security sector – both external oversight
institutions, but also the internal oversight mechanisms of the security sector.
Strengthening the oversight will contribute to locally owned security sectors which
are sensitive to the needs of all parts of the community. And finally, it will be a step
forward towards the compliance with international standards.
As mentioned earlier, this is a complex process and also something that cannot.
be done within the span of a year or months. Reform is a constant process which
requires commitment, political will and which covers normative, policy, budgetary
frameworks. Consequently it is necessary to reform procedures, the planning, the
recruitment, retention, promotion, performance evaluation, code of conducts, equality
provisions, ensuring constant training and integrating a gender perspective also.
while addressing violence and abuse within and by the security sector.
The OSCE and especially ODIHR has been engaged in Ukraine for many years now,
but has stepped up its efforts starting from 2014. At the moment, the Programme
on Human rights, Gender and Security is supporting the National Police in improving
its investigation towards sexual and gender-based violence. We have partnered with.
the National Police and with the educational establishments of the Ministry of.
Interior. We conducted already two training events one in Kharkiv and one in
Odessa mixing academicians of the Ministry of Interior’s academic institutions and
practitioners-investigators and getting them together to look at the challenges that.
they face while investigating cases of gender-based violence.
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ODIHR is also cooperating with the recently established Human Rights.
Directorate of the National Police which also focuses on enhancing the human
rights compliance of the Police. In May 2017 we conducted a training event for.
the Directorate which also served to map possible follow-up interventions. We are.
also cooperating with the General Staff of the Armed Forces on increasing the
prevention role of military commanders to domestic violence suffered by families
of soldiers in active duty and demobilized soldiers. So, as a result of a series of
consultations, we produced a set of recommendations which took all the strategic,
operational and tactical levels of military commanders and provided recommendations
on how commanders could integrate prevention of domestic violence into their work.
These are some examples on how gender could be integrated in the security
sector. Awareness rising and gender-balanced recruiting policies, appointment of
gender advisors, promoting adequate working environments, well implemented
sexual harassment and discrimination policies, and policy provisions so that women
can have access to career advancement and retention and mentoring systems.
We support participating States in developing national action plans, revising and
implementing them. At the moment we are actively supporting implementation of.
the Ukrainian National Action Plan on 1325 approved in 2016, specifically working
with the Minister of Interior and the Police and the Ministry of Defence and the General
Staff of the Armed Forces. We are also working on supporting other such mechanisms
of the security sector together with DCAF. Some years ago three guidance notes for
the internal oversights of the police and for National Human Rights institutions were
developed, and we are conducting capacity-building training events, in order to step up
there all of the oversights.
We are also working – and this is a brand-new area of work – on the prevention.
of sexual and gender-based violence in places of deprivation of liberty, including.
police custodies, pre-trial detention facilities and prisons, so empowering not only
National Human Rights institutions to detect, report and advocate cases of sexual
gender-based violence in closed facilities, but also empowering the staff of those
facilities to prevent the occurrence of such violations.
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HUMAN RIGHTS IN LAW ENFORCEMENT
REFORMS AND PRACTICES

Dmitry POLETAYEV, Program Coordinator,
Eastern Europe and Central Asia,
International Development Law Organization

The title of my presentation is “Gender and rule of law” and today I am going to
share some examples from IDLO’s justice sector programming, globally and share
some examples from our work in Ukraine.
Before I move on to the substance of the presentation, allow me to spend a
couple of minutes introducing you to who we are, because not a lot of people actually.
know what International Development Law Organization (IDLO) is and what we
stand for. We are the only intergovernmental organization that is exclusively devoted
to promoting the rule of law. We work in a number of transition countries to enable
governments and empower people to reform laws and strengthen institutions, to
promote peace, justice, sustainable development and economic opportunity. Globally
we have worked with over 20,000 legal professionals, and we have been engaged in
the justice sector reform in Ukraine since 2015, following the Maidan Revolution. Here
are some of our values and guiding principles, just to sum up a few: we are peoplefocused, gender sensitive (which is relevant to our conversation today) and justice
oriented. We believe in local ownership of our reforms, we believe in empowerment,
we try to be as specific to the context as possible and we work to enhance
transparency and accountability.
So, how is gender relevant to security sector reform? I believe there was an earlier
presentation from a parliamentarian this morning, where the speaker addressed some
of the statistics. Women comprise over 50% of the population and a very insignificant
percentage of them are represented in the security sector. To illustrate the point, here
is a summary of the United States Department of State policy reasoning, as it regards
to mainstreaming gender, and specifically how it relates to security. The first reason
is to comply with the law – there are provisions in the Ukrainian Constitution that
specify explicitly that integrating women is required at work, regardless of hardship.
To increase operational effectiveness: existing research points to the fact that women
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police officers are much more likely to rely on communication, than physical force.
Women are much more likely to de-escalate potentially violent situations, thanks to
greater reliance on communication. Finally, is to increase access to justice. Sexual and
gender-based violence (SGBV) survivors are much more likely to report crime incidents
to women officers. Integrating women into law enforcement increases the SGBV.
crime reporting rate and provides access to justice that we are most interested in.
A brief literature review of gender equality issues in law, justice, and development
highlights three core issues. They are: (1) discriminatory in unresponsive legal.
policy and institutional frameworks, (2) limited access to justice for women, and.
(3) gender-based exclusion in sustainable development and economic opportunities.
IDLO has developed our Organizational and Gender strategies taking these three
gaps into account. The Gender Strategy looks to address the first gap by combating
discriminatory laws and ensuring emergence of gender-responsive legal institutional
frameworks; enhancing women’s access to justice in formal and informal institutions:
and increasing their empowerment and access to sustainable development and
economic opportunities. So, this is really the core of our Gender Strategy.
The question is how do we do this at the practical level. How do we integrate the
gender strategies in field-level programming? Allow me to quickly run through our
programming focus areas. Broadly speaking, IDLO works at the legislative, institutional
and operational levels, and in some cases, in a single country such as Ukraine you
see all three levels present. Gender integration is one of the key concepts that we.
are promoting as an organization into our project cycle from the very beginning of
concept development. It is done by mainstreaming informed gender considerations
into the projects – from conceptualization to finalization – throughout our interactions
with the host governments, with partners in the civil society, and importantly – with
security sector partners.
Here are some examples of gender-sensitive programming from IDLO’s field
operations. As I mentioned earlier, we work in a number of countries. Some of them
are difficult transition environments such as Afghanistan, South Sudan, Liberia, where
new constitutional norms have been drafted and the host governments need support
in the implementation of those new norms. For instance, in Kenya have a project that
is looking to mainstream gender throughout the entire government. There, we have
launched a gender mainstreaming system that is now adopted by the government
and is installed at the level of each ministry. In Mongolia, there is a high incident rate.
of sexual and gender-based violence. We have a program that is looking to coordinate
partners to establish codes of conduct and Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs).
to ensure coordination between security sector agencies, protection professionals,
as well as shelters, all in order to provide due care to survivors, compliant with
international best practices in psychosocial assistance.
As you can see, the list of countries goes on. Among other activities, in Ukraine.
we are working with the Ministry of Interior’s Project Management Office (PMO),.
a new entity established in December 2016, that is working on mainstreaming gender
in at the ministerial level. Together with the PMO, we are looking at issues such.
as domestic violence, sexual and gender-based violence, as well as hiring procedures
for women police officers.
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HUMAN RIGHTS, GENDER AND
SECURITY SECTOR:
CIVIL SOCIETY APPROACHES

Karina PRIAJINA, Project Officer,
Eastern Europe South Caucasus and
Central Asia Division, DCAF

In my last presentation, in March 2016, I’ve talked about how we define.
civil society, how it works and how it interacts with the security sector.1 Today,.
having closely observed the development of civil society in Ukraine for the past
two years in the framework of this programme, I would like talk to you about next
steps. Hopefully some of this will inspire further engagement to maintain this great
momentum that Ukrainian civil society is in.
What is civil society?
Civil society, beyond the technical definitions, is simply a place where ordinary
people come together, to achieve extraordinary things. Moreover, civil society
determines the difference between good and bad governance. The quality of.
a democracy will not depend on the number of laws passed, it will depend on.
the capacity of the civil society to ensure those laws are relevant, publicly known,
widely accepted and thoroughly practiced.
The main role of civil society is to ensure that every aspect of a country’s political
system works as it should. In other words, it has a massive responsibility in good
governance and a huge role in policy and practice.
1

See: The Governance Role of Civil Society and Media. https://ukrainesecuritysector.com/presentations/.
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When given enough space and tools to thrive it will become the single most
powerful asset a country will have. But what happens if civil society is weak?.
Einstein once said: “The world is a dangerous place, not because of those who do
evil, but because of those who look on and do nothing.”
The role of civil society is to do something. A democracy is only as good as its.
civil society is active.
What role for civil society in mainstreaming gender?
Over the past couple of years, I have often heard the phrase “We don’t have.
a gender “problem” in Ukraine”. This kind of statements not only come from
the typically gender-shy security sector, but also from the Ukrainian citizens,
parliamentarians, government officials and even from civil society itself. I am here
today to tell you that everyone has a gender problem. There’s not one single country in
the world, no matter how developed, that does not have a gender inequality problem.
We all have a long way to go in fully understanding what gender equality really
means. The latest report of the United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights
on Conflict-Related Sexual Violence in Ukraine shows that “the gender problem” in
Ukraine is very much real.2
The role of civil society is to keep pushing for gender equality. A good
starting point is the SSR and Gender Toolkit that you can find on our website.
www.ukrainesecuritysector.com this is also a good starting place to look for basic
information on other Human Rights.3
In the last decade the progression of gender equality has been hampered by.
many things, but I would like to underline the two most common misperceptions:
numbers and culture. Like most things in good governance, gender equality quotas are
a tool. They are not an end in themselves. I would like to emphasize that further and
constant engagement for gender equality is needed especially for researching, finding
and promoting other, better, more tailored approaches to gender equality.
Culture is another obstacle for gender equality. Shifting cultural norms is.
a tremendous undertaking that is usually met with violent opposition since it often
poses a direct threat to collective and individual identity. Cultural identity is important
without a doubt. However, culture is not something static. It needs to grow and evolve
along with society, most of all, it needs to be questioned. This is the task of the civil
society. Let us not forget that culture, has often times found itself on the wrong side.
of history. More than a task, it is a responsibility.
Cultural change is a process that takes place over a very long period of time,
well over the average lifespan of any long-term programme and sometimes even
the CSO itself. In order to overcome this difficulty, civil society, same as any other
organisation needs to build and nurture its institutional memory. It is crucial that
civil society organisations share their knowledge and coordinate efforts nationally
2

United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights on Conflict-Related Sexual Violence in Ukraine,.
2014-2017. See: www.ohchr.org/Documents/Countries/UA/ReportCRSV_EN.pdf.
3 DCAF (2008), Security Sector Reform and Gender Toolkit. https://ukrainesecuritysector.com/publication/
security-sector-reform-gender-toolkit/. On Human Rights see: https://ukrainesecuritysector.com/topic/humanrights/.
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and internationally. Building networks based on this knowledge is the best strategy
to drive long term change. There needs to be a common understanding among.
CSOs that significant change takes time and constant effort. There also needs to be.
a culture that promotes this endurance and teaches to appreciate small achieve-.
ments. Here, communication is everything.
Security Sector Reform, Gender and Human Rights: which way to go?
We all like to imagine reforms in a linear, logical and progressive way. The reality
is often more similar to a tangled, messy, bundle of strings. So how do you advance
through this? How can you be successful? There are no miracle recipes for success.
However, there are guidelines based on best practices that can help Ukraine in.
this task.
Lead by example
The first and utmost important element for a CSO to have is integrity. In order.
to effectively advocate for human rights and gender equality one has to have credibility
and live by the values they promote. CSOs and media should aspire to the highest
standards of ethics and professionalism. Sadly, this is an ongoing challenge in Ukraine
according to the UNDP 2016 report “Defining civil society for Ukraine”.4 The reasons
for this are many including low salaries, weak state support and the lack of proper
training. Further engagement and perseverance are needed in this area.
Research and innovate
Civil society is a remarkable source of knowledge and is best placed to observe.
and report on what is really happening in and around it. More research is absolutely
critical to ensure reforms go in the right direction and right decisions are taken at the
right time. Innovating in the face of difficulty and adapting good international practices
to local context should be highly encouraged within and by the civil society.
Monitor, oversee and evaluate
Over the last couple of years, in the framework of Ukraine’s Reforms, many laws,
projects and programmes have been approved and put in place by the Ukrainian
government in coordination with the civil society and international community.
They are all steps and foundations for Ukraine’s development. Making sure they are
good steps is the responsibility of the civil society. It is vital that these reforms and
the stakeholders implementing them are overseen, monitored and evaluated by civil
society. Initiatives such as the “Strategy for Facilitating the Development of Civil
Society in Ukraine for 2016- 2020” and the “National Strategy for Human Rights”.
of 2015 are in critical need of close monitoring and evaluation. Civil society must.
keep up the pressure to make sure these initiatives are implemented.
Communicate, advocate and educate
Today’s communication and information system looks even worse than a “tangled,
messy, bundle of strings”. The issue today is not finding information, but finding the
correct information in a sea of constant noise and fake news. The amount of cognitive
signals we process every second of every day would have been unimaginable only.
4

UNDP (2016), Defining civil society for Ukraine. http://dhrp.org.ua/en/news/1159-20160422-en.
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50 years ago. In this overwhelming informational chaos, great opportunities arise for
civil society to act as a reference, to communicate, advocate and educate. More and
more people are turning to social platforms and popular YouTube channels because
they offer a more human, person to person communication. This is a window of
opportunity easily accessible to CSOs to reach millions of people around the globe
in just a few clicks. CSOs should seize this opportunity to act as a reliable source.
of information. According to a 2016 Report by Reporters without Borders on “The state
of journalists and media in Ukraine”, work remains to be done here.5
Build a community and institutional memory
Communicating and cooperating within civil society and with international
organisations is crucial to avoid duplicating tasks. Since reforms are, as we mentioned,
long-term processes, civil society needs to ensure the survival of its mission and
values through time and institutional changes. The 2016 Folke Bernadotte mapping
study on international organisations engaged in supporting SSR in Ukraine gives us
an idea of the complexity of the situation and the importance of communication.
and cooperation under these circumstances.6
Build capacity and credibility
Civil society needs space and tools to operate. As difficult as the political and.
social context may be, civil society must find ways to build that itself.
Network, network, network!
In times of informational chaos, civil society’s great ally is the media. Despite.
the abundance of information outlets today, conventional media still have the mono-.
poly of information in many places, especially in rural areas. Civil society organisa-.
tions must reach a maximum of citizens. For this they need to form alliances.
with reputable media and work together to inform and educate not only the public.
but also each other.
Be the reference, be the tool, be the source of expertise
Civil society should be a reference and a tool both for the public and the
government. Civil society should act as the interpreter and communicate back and
forth between the government and the citizens.
Be vocal! Be loud!
Last but not least, civil society in Ukraine needs to make extra efforts to raise
awareness on the topics surrounding SSR, Human Rights and especially gender
and the importance they have for Ukraine’s development as a democratic state..
As mentioned before, on www.ukrainesecuritysector.com website, there are many
tools for that.
Civil society has a great deal of responsibility in defining Ukraine’s future. I can.
only hope that they realise just how empowering this is. Ukraine is on the right.
track, the time is now to keep improving and moving forward.
5

Reporters without Borders (2016), Facing reality after the Euromaidan. See: https://rsf.org/en/reports/facingreality-after-euromaidan-rsf-presents-new-report-ukraine.
6 Måns Hanssen (2016), International Support to Security Sector Reform in Ukraine. A mapping study of SSR
projects. Folke Bernadotte Academy. https://ukrainesecuritysector.com/publication/international-support-securitysector-reform-ukraine-mapping-study-ssr-projects/.
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INTEGRATING HUMAN RIGHTS
INTO SECURITY POLICIES INTERNATIONAL BEST PRACTICES

Jenny LINDQVIST, Project Manager SSR,
Folke Bernadotte Academy

Folke Bernadotte Academy is a Swedish government agency specialized in peace,
security and development, I work as a project manager for Security Sector Reform.
The Folke Bernadotte Academy is working with capacity building, secondments.
and advising in conflict and post-conflict countries in the fields of SSR and DDR,.
Rule of law, Conflict Prevention, Women Peace and Security, Election support etc..
FBA was established in 2001.
Today I would like to share with you a couple of lessons learned and challenges.
as the FBA has seen them when working in various countries of integrating human
rights into security policies. It is actually quite difficult to find “best practices” that work
in other contexts, which is why I rather speak about lessons learned. Today I will share
a couple of modules that we use to analyze the progress of integrating human rights
into the security sector, and also in the end to talk about some lessons learned from
the two countries Colombia and Sweden that I’ve been working with.
Our starting points when talking about human rights is the concept of human rights
based approach. The Human Rights Based Approach (called the rights perspective
in Swedish policy) provides a legal ground and principles that guide Sweden’s work
for people living in poverty. The four principles of participation, accountability,.
non-discrimination and transparency should be looked upon as principles to.
empower the rights holders which is the population to demand their rights from.
the duty bearers, which is the government.
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When we look at participation, it entails meaningful participation of stakeholders
and opportunities for them to influence outcomes. Talking about accountability it is
important to remember that the security sector should be directed by democratically
elected leaders, but also that the state should be responsible to ensure monitoring
functions that accountability can be fulfiled. Accountability also includes the
identification of duty bearers and their mandates, powers and capacities to advance
their human rights obligations.
Non-discrimination involves the identification of rights holders and their inclusion/
exclusion, or possibilities to be included/not excluded – keeping in mind the most
marginalized. This includes representation of men, women, boys and girls as
functionaries, but also in consultation processes about reform efforts.
Transparency, is a very crucial way of ensuring efficiency and empowerment.
It requires information being available in an accessible way for all stakeholders
concerned, possibilities available for them to attend and observe meetings and
processes where issues are discussed that affect them. It’s not only about avoiding
corruption but it’s also about ensuring efficiency that the media can monitor that.
laws are followed properly, that the funds are spent in an efficient way and so forth.
In the human rights based approach, I will focus on the two aspects of.
transparency and accountability, since I think they are the most challenging and
difficult to implement in the security sector. Why is it so difficult in many countries.
to ensure accountability and transparency in the security sector? The issue
of reforming the security sector and introducing aspects of transparency and
accountability touches on many of the fundamental elements of state sovereignty..
In many contexts, control over the security sector has meant the control of power.
and control over the monopoly on the legitimate use of force. It is often a far more
sensitive issue than reforms to other sectors of public administration. As in
any other public administration reform, a common end goal is to make security.
a ‘public good’. This will inevitably lead to power balances being shifted. Changing
these power balances can ultimately become an issue of life and death, especially
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in post-conflict settings. This helps to make implementation of accountability.
and transparency standards both political and highly challenging.
Even though the nature of the security sector is closed, there are often a number
of procedures that does not have to be secret, in fact in some cases the secrecy.
could make the security sector less efficient. The main challenge as I see it, is the
dual role of the security sector. First the security sector should protect, respect and
fulfil the human rights obligations, freedom of speech, the right to feel secure, and so
forth. In the worst case scenario, security sector actors could also be perpetrators of.
these freedoms. And by reforming the security sector we need to ensure that this.
will not be the case.
How do we ensure that the security sector actor can protect, respect and fulfil
the rights of men, women, boys and girls? Well, in many contexts it has to do with
management culture, traditions and values and these are difficult and take time to
change. If the leadership does not change, it’s difficult for the functionaries to change
their attitude. The punishment for misconduct must be equal for all, no matter if
someone has friendship or family ties. There should be transparent recruitment
processes and codes of conduct to guide the management, just to name a few
measures. Media also plays a crucial role in ensuring transparency and this role in.
turn only functions efficiently when the police and state structures truly protect the
freedom of speech.
The “esprit the corps” within security services is often strong and valuable to
ensure proper trust within the services, but it can also be dangerous if it is not used
in the right way. Since, the security police consists of a closed group of functionaries
this demands that they have a certain law enforcement “among themselves”. This
requires a very high level of judgement and moral standards. The management are
responsible for ensuring that rules are followed by for example have equal mecha-.
nisms for punishments of misconduct etc.
A successful introduction of accountability and an appropriate level of transparency
in the security sector can lead to many benefits. When the public trust in the security
sector increases, the legitimacy increases as well and this is a chance to improve the
“social contract” between the State and its citizens.
Another important benefit of respecting human rights and the internationally
accepted “rules of the game” of accountability and transparency within security sector
is that the security service of the country is qualified for international partnership with
security search services in other countries.
Then how can we measure if the security sector is fulfilling its human rights
obligations? The setup of oversight mechanisms at parliamentary and agency level
is a prerequisite, but their mandates and roles could vary. Some of the areas these
oversight functions could monitor are the level of civil engagement in the security
sector, whistle blower functions (reporting of misconduct), the public attitudes.
towards the sector, legislation on telephone interception, surveillance, the level of
international partnership etc.
There are a number of assessment tools for analyzing governance and capacity
of the security sector and the Folke Bernadotte Academy has produced one that is
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published on our website. If you want to learn more, I recommend to take a look at
the sectorial questions of this assessment framework at https://fba.se/globalassets/
ssr-assessment-framework-insert-sectorial-questions.pdf.
Some lessons learned from Colombia, that I have studied briefly during last year.
Colombia has gone through a civil war for the last 52 years and the country is still
struggling to reform parts of its security sector. However, the last 15 years Colombia
has made efforts to improve the human rights implementation within the security
sector. What sparked this development was a scandal of body counts conducted by.
the military, fighting the guerrilla movement in 2006. An international as well as
national demand led to an understanding of the need for reform. The security forces
came to the conclusion that without changing the attitude within the service Colombia
would not be able achieve peace. So a large investment in training of the military
personnel in human rights was initiated. The intelligence service was reformed and.
a new intelligence law was approved.
A new education system of security personnel was introduced and new control
measures introduced to insure transparency. Reconciliation centres were built to help
mediate complaints and legal protection of servicemen accused of human rights abuse
was introduced as well. The Colombian Police increased its presence at the countryside
to increase the service level there. Also the intelligence functions received more
resources, mainly as part of the US financed “Plan Colombia.
All these activities have led to a certain change of attitude; a change of perception
from the Colombian security sector actors. Previously the guerrilla was perceived
uniquely as terrorists, an attitude that has changed in connection with the peace
process. A peace deal was signed in November 2016 and following this the guerrilla
and the forces have worked in close cooperation to fulfil the agreement, together with
the UN and international partners. Without this change of perception, the peace deal
would probably not have been possible.
The international ratings of transparency and accountability in Colombia
have increased. In this survey made by Transparency International Government
Defense Anti-Corruption Index for 2016, Colombia ranks in category B (See:.
https://government.defenceindex.org/#close).
The rreforms introduced in Colombia include for example an anonymous.
whistle blower mechanism to denounce corruption or misconduct by police, armed
forces or other bodies within MoD and application of new norms of transparency within
the army. According to Transparency international there are still some challenges of
ensuring proper access for an independent parliamentary oversight and transparency
to ensure the effectiveness of military spending. Transparency International also
comments that the recruitment to the intelligence service is too narrow. I would
encourage you to look at this website it’s quite interesting because you can see what.
all the complaints consists of on a quite detailed level.
There are obviously still room for improvement regarding human rights
implementation in Colombia. For example, civil society reports that human rights
activist are still persecuted and the level of public trust in the military and police.
in conflict affected areas is still low.
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Now let us take a look at Sweden and the issue of human rights implementation
within its security forces. This serves as an example to show that even though.
Sweden may have a modern legislation for human rights protection in the security
sector, there is a constant need to review this. An example is from a couple of years
ago when a newspaper revealed that the Swedish security police registered Roma
inhabitants, even though they were not suspected to have committed a crime.
Following this scandal the security police had to review its internal procedures and.
also pay a fine to those that were subject to registration.
In all of Europe there is constant a debate of how much should be kept secret how
much should be controlled, what needs to be registered in order to efficiently combat
of crime, especially in times of increased terrorists attacks. In 2008, Sweden passed.
a quite a controversial wiretapping law through the Parliament. It was debated
intensely, and the criticism concerned the threat to citizen’s personal integrity. This
debate will most probably continue.
In Sweden oversight committees responsible for reviewing the security sector.
For example one of the comments during a review of the Security and Integrity
Commission in 2013 was that data on people, not connected to an operation, should
not be registered in the forces computer systems.
In the Human Rights Indicator Report on www.ohchr.org on page 88 and.
91 the Security Sector is also included. I recommend to take a look on these to get.
a better picture of how well accountability and transparency is functioning in different
countries.
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GENDER, HUMAN RIGHTS AND
LAW ENFORCEMENT

Nazli YILDIRIM, DCAF Consultant

I will not be talking about the entire human rights landscape in the law enforcement
but rather focus on gender.
Today human rights violations can take many forms and in many different
manifestations, especially in core police functions, such as arrest and detention.
Today we discussed human rights related issues during arrest and detention, but
human rights violations can also occur during police treatment of groups at risk.
of vulnerability. These include, inter alia, children, women, minorities, refugees,
migrants, LGBTI individuals, persons with disabilities and crime victims in general.
Thankfully we have mechanisms to safeguard human rights of police officers, as well
as human rights of members of the community. As I said at the beginning, I will focus
my presentation on two things: first the role of women in the police force, in particular
their rights and key issues they face, and secondly police treatment to women who.
are victims’ gender-based violence.
Speakers talked today about recruitment, gender equality and gender repre-.
sentation, which I agree to the fullest. The National Police in Ukraine recently revealed
statistics showing that 30% of the patrol police composed of women, which is.
great. Nevertheless, we should also note that women should take part not only in junior
ranks but in all ranks of the police.
One other thing that we often pay less attention to is the retention of women
officers. Beyond the statistics of gender representation, law enforcement agencies
should also consider the following questions: Are women police officers content.
with their job? Do they have equal career prospects? Do they feel safe? Can they
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complain about harassment and discrimination and stereotypes to their supervisors
internally? It is important to analyse the retention statistics of women police officers,
and whether it really differs from men in the police.
There are a few things that police agencies can do to keep women in the police
service and keep them thriving. One is employing gender sensitive policies. One
example that is mostly talked about in previous conferences of this project was
the implementation of maternity leave related laws and policies. Flexible work
arrangements for woman officers, such as giving the opportunity to those who
are pregnant if they demand and if they agree, to move temporarily to less-risky/
operational positions, until they are ready to get back to their original positions;
or flexible working hours for newly mothers can contribute to an enabling.
work environment. It is also important to provide adequate facilities and equipment.
for women. This could be as simple as uniforms for pregnant officers. This was just
a few select examples of gender sensitive policies targeting women and the police
service.
One other thing is that the police services should pay attention to their policies.
for combating gender-based discrimination and harassment within their services.
Police services should develop clear policies, code of conduct, and provide
mandatory staff training on what gender-based discrimination is and how to report
those incidents. In this respect, it is of particular importance to combat stereotypes
and bases against woman police officers, an issue which was raised in our previous
conferences. The media largely depicts woman police officers in Ukraine as a beautiful
‘face’ of Ukraine was and is less focused on their competence as a law enforcement
officer on equal ground with their male counterparts.
So far we have talked about selected standards, but when it comes to
implementation of those standards I would like to refer to you to two important
toolkits (DCAF Toolkit on Gender and Police Reform, DCAF Toolkit Integrating Gender
into Internal Police Control) whereby police services can find concrete strategies.
for recruitment and retention of women, checklists for implementing sexual
harassment policies, developing sexual harassment policies or what gender training for
the police should include. They are written in a very practical manner which can be
adapted into local context.
Now I would like to talk about gender-based violence in Ukraine and the police
response to it. I will start with some quick facts which I took from the United Nations
County office in their website. UNDP found out that 90% of gender-based violence.
in Ukraine is committed against women. It also found that at least 22% of all.
women in Ukraine is victimized in some way or another, based on their gender. UN
argues that this percentage can actually be higher because only 30% of all cases are
believed to be reported to the police. The remaining 70% we do not even know. This
last statistic is actually in line with results of a recent survey finding that the trust.
to police is around 30%.
Based on these facts and prevalence of the topic, the United Nations Com-.
mittee on Elimination of Discrimination Against Women (CEDAW) published a list.
of recommendations, which included a recommendation that criminal justice
institutions and law enforcement agencies should deliver gender sensitive justice
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and gender sensitive law enforcement services. What do we mean exactly by.
gender sensitive response or gender sensitive law enforcement? While there is not
sufficient time to talk about this issue in detail some of the institutional measures
that police services can take include: establishing dedicated units for investigating.
gender-based violence and providing victim assistance with gender balanced teams.
Law enforcement agencies should train their police officers on assistance to
diverse types of victims because there is not one category of victim of genderbased violence. There are victims that are women with disabilities who are victim of.
gender-based violence, there are girls with disabilities, there are trafficked women,
who are victims of gender-based violence and who have several other concerns, and
they have more hesitations when it comes to talking to police, because of their status
very special situation and so on. So, police officers should be able to identify signs.
of abuse, especially victims with disabilities. They should be able to approach the
victims with respect, with dignity, not threatening them, not judging them. They
should ask the right questions, they should protect the privacy of victims throughout.
the investigation. It’s also good practice to for the police services to establish
cooperative procedures with various legal, medical, and psychological victim
assistance agencies; so that the victim does not have to go to police and all these
agencies separately to explain their trauma several times.
One important aspect is also not to forget about the well-being of your own police
officers, who are serving the victims- Because if you have a dedicated unit within.
the police service dealing exclusively with gender-based violence, dealing on a daily
basis with incidents or responding to victims, to sexual abuse, to gender-based
violence, other types of domestic violence and so on, after a couple of months or.
years you will for sure have some officers having vicarious trauma based on the
incidents they respond to. Subsequently they will have stress disorders and they
will have effectiveness problems and so forth. It is also important to train the
police officers on what this vicarious trauma is about and how to identify in their.
own colleagues the signs of trauma and how to report it safely to the senior
management. Lastly, police services should ideally provide counselling for their police
officers for stress management. Again, these were some selected standards, but.
I will now refer you to concrete resource materials, especially the UNODC’s.
publication “Effective police responses to violence against women” is an excellent
source for practitioners.
It includes checklists for the police officers responding to violence against.
women from the very initial response which questions to ask, which words and
phrases to avoid, which evidence to look for, when you are dealing with a rape case
or when you are dealing with a girl, disabled girl, abused by her own caregiver and.
so on. This practical material can be easily integrated into a national training
curriculum. There are also other more focused sources. OHCHR’s Human Rights
and Law Enforcement Training Manual will be published this year and there will be.
chapters on police treatment to persons with disabilities, police treatment to victims.
of different offenses, police treatment to minorities and how they should in those
context interview and respond, and support the victims, especially those who
encountered violence based on their gender.
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Today I talked mostly about violence against gender-based violence against.
women, and I showed you the statistics that 90% of all gender-based violence in
Ukraine is committed to women but that means that 10% is committed towards men.
Men are at risk in detention to several types of gender-based violence, including.
sexual violence. This is a global problem happening everywhere. DCAF recently
published a toolkit on preventing and responding to sexual and domestic violence
against men. It also includes practical recommendations for the police to prevent and
respond violence against men and categorize it correctly so that the response can.
be in a meaningful way. Lastly, I think in this room we all agree that police officers
should treat all members of the society with absolute fairness and respect regardless
of their gender orientation and that includes LGBTI individuals.
Just last month the Council of Europe published a very practical training manual
on policing hate crime against LGBTI persons. It includes step-by-step guidance
for the police to interact with LGBTI individuals, to adopt gender sensitive language.
and attitude towards them. All these publications I refer to, they are not exclusively.
for the police. They are also very much relevant to civil society organisations and to.
the Ombuds institution who are monitoring the police and who are monitoring.
whether the police is acting in line according to international standards.
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